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The migrations within the limited space of our own island 
may not have produced the wonderful effects which we, during 
the last fifteen years, have witnessed through that great 
exodus which hore away so many of the natives of the sister 
island to the United States and the Colonies; still, though 
they may not have exhibited so marvellous a train of moral 
and social results, they are not destitute of interest; and at 
the conference of the Social Science Association of 1800, one 
part of this subject, namely, the manner in which the Irish 
labourer was competing with, and in many cases supplanting, 
the native-born labourer of Glasgow, was mentioned by Sir 
James Emerson Tennent, no mean authority, as a subject 
peculiarly worthy of investigation.

It is not in a social point of view that I bring the subject 
before this Society, but rather as a subject of interest to the 
ethnologist. On the races of the past he draws his inferences 
from the remains of buildings, from the vestiges of funeral 
monuments, from manuscripts written in characters almost



forgotten, from coins or instruments which the kindly earth 
may have preserved from destruction, and from the names of 
ancient places. For more recent times, he derives information 
from dialects and changes of language, or from manners and 
customs fast waning away; whilst it is more especially the 
province of the statist to supply him with facts as to the 
changes which are going on around.

When we see the great changes in the social and econo 
mical condition of Great Britain, the immense increase of 
population, the vastly increased facilities of communication, 
the spread of education among the labouring classes regulated 
by one central body, one is tempted to conclude that this 
little island of ours is being fused down to one dead level of 
uniformity, where local affections and local habits and local 
characteristics will be entirely lost. This no doubt is the 
tendency of the present time, but I think it will be possible to 
shew it is still a tendency only, not an accomplished fact.

Let us take the census of 1851 as our guide, and confine 
our investigations to the tables shewing the birthplaces of 
that part of the population which is twenty years of age and 
upwards, leaving the rest out of sight as little affected by 
migration. In the first place, how many and what proportion 
of the adult inhabitants of England nnd Wales in 1851, were 
native born ? The answer is 9,240,071, or 94 per cent, of 
the whole number living within its bounds.* The ancient 
stream of immigration which has so long guided Scotchmen 
to the southern bank of the Tweed, the immigration from 
Ireland intensified by the untold calamities of the famine 
year of 1846-7, the reciprocal effect of our great colonial 
empire, and our vast commerce with the whole world, have 
only introduced an extraneous element into the population 
of England to the extent of one eighteenth of our population.

Let us now consider how this English element ebbs and

* See Table I., p. 20.



flows, and becomes in some degree mingled with other foreign 
elements. In doing so, I shall muke use of the eleven great 
divisions of England and Wales which are adopted in the 
census, as affording a better view than the separate counties, 
of the natural characteristics and ancient landmarks of the 
country. Yet even here one sees neighbouring districts ex 
hibiting social differences of the greatest importance. For 
instance, in the border counties, the eastern slopes of the 
mountains to the German ocean, with their large properties 
and extensive arable farms, their " bondage" system of labour, 
their rich church lands, their vast stores of mineral wealth, 
and rapidly increasing population of miners, are a great con 
trast to the small freeholds of the " statesmen," the bad 
tillage, the very meagre provision for the clergy, who are 
often of the peasant class, the many educational charities, 
the many customs of the olden time, which one meets with 
in the lake district of the West-moor-la'nd.

If we examine these eleven great divisions,* we find that the 
metropolis and the North Western counties give strong 
evidence that they are largely indebted to other parts for their 
population, and that they are inhabited by a very mingled race. 
The metropolis especially contains a much smaller proportion 
of native-born inhabitants than any 'of the other great divi 
sions of England of every hundred of its adult inhabitants 
fifty-four claim some other part as the place of their birth.

London, the million-peopled city, is in fact the great heart 
of England, which throbs and beats in unison with every 
other part of the kingdom, and does so the more fully, because 
it largely draws ils population from them all. Deprived of 
them, of all save those who were born within its bounds, half 
of the vast bulk of the metropolis would at once disappear. 
The number of adult immigrants in London exceeds the 
number of adult inhabitants of four of the ten great divisions

  Table III., p. 25.
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of England, of the adult population of Wales, and of the adult 
population of Scotland north of Loch Long and the Frith 
of Tay ; it is also nearly twice as great as the number 
of adult Irish in England so vast and strong has been the 
current which has flowed to the metropolis during the present 
century. No doubt the same attractive power has always 
existed : Saxon monks and nobles with their train of villains 
made their way to the burgh of the sainted Confessor Nor 
man barons and men-at-arms came there to offer their services 
to our Plantagenet kings in greater numbers flocked there 
the merchants and shipmen who built up the kingdom of our 
great Tudor monarchs ; but scant and trifling indeed was that 
influx compared with the one which the present generation has 
witnessed. Chiefly, this is due to the greatly increased means 
of communication,to the network of railways, which, like a sys 
tem of arteries, link the limbs to their great heart, and yearly 
keep bringing up fresh accessions of numbers from an ever- 
widening circle.

Let us now observe the course of this current towards 
London, map out its boundaries, and enumerate the streams 
and little rills which help to swell its size. The greatest of 
these streams is from the ancient county of Kent, the land of 
Hengist and of Horsa : as the earliest Saxon kingdom it has a 
right to take the lead. Of all the adults who were born in its 
old baronial halls, or homesteads of a humbler class amid 
their hop gardens and hazel woods, one-fifth are to be found 
within the bounds of the metropolis. As in the middle ages 
when the ancient Pilgrims' way led crowds from Southwark to 
a'Becket's shrine at Canterbury, so in this utilitarian age 
crowds far greater come along the iron way to London. From 
the pleasant hills of Surrey comes another large accession, 
much smaller in numbers but bearing a larger proportion to 
the natives of the county. From the cliffs and woodlands of 
Sussex, from the royal county of Berks, come other streams,
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smaller indeed in size, but of ample proportions when com 
pared to their parent source. Hampshire, once laying claim 
to the capital of England, where a long line of princely 
bishops wrought great deeds in the mediaeval times, pours in 
a stream greater than either of the last. - Altogether, these 
five South-eastern counties contribute more than a tenth of 
the total population of London; their contingent is rather 
less than a quarter of the number of the native bom 
inhabitants.*

Next in order come the three agricultural counties of East 
Anglia and Essex, which send in more than seven per cent, of 
the population of London. The eight South-midland coun 
ties, bounded by the Thames on the South, and the mineral 
and manufacturing districts on the North and West, add 
another seven per cent, to the teeming swarms of the metro 
polis. This division is the region of the minor household 
manufactures of straw plaiting, of lace making, of shoe 
making, &c., and also includes the southern portion of the 
Fens.

Very nearly as large a number come from the five south 
western counties, containing the greater part of ancient 
Wessex and of Cornwall. Wiltshire, .with its wide extending 
plains, has sent a tithe of its sons. Dorset, a rather smaller 
proportion. A tithe have also come from the verdant meadows 
of Somerset, the last stronghold of Saxon freedom. From 
Devon, beautiful Devon, with its lovely coast and garden-like 
valleys, the birthplace of some of the chiefest of our naval 
heroes, judges and painters, about a tenth have gone to 
London. The natives of Devon in London are more numerous 
than those of any other county excepting Kent and Essex, 
they are more numerous than the natives of Scotland, and 

. about equal to the natiyes of Yorkshire and Lancashire in 
London taken together. This is the more remarkable, as

  For details, see Tables III. & IV., p. 26.



Devonshire is from 150 to 214 miles from the metropolis, 
nearly as fur as the West Riding, and exhibits most of the 
features of a distinct province. When we look to the western 
bank of the Tainar, we find an immediate diminution in this 
army of recruits for the capital.

I have now enumerated nearly four-fifths of the inhabitants 
of London in 1851, and it appears that these four divisions, 
containing about three-eighths of the extra-metropolitan popu 
lation of England, have contributed thirty-two per cent, of the 
adult population of London. This district, containing what 
has been termed the great eastern or south-eastern plain of 
England, is almost destitute of mines, of metals, or of coal; 
from the North Foreland to Plymouth Sound it must be 
nearly 270 miles in length, from the coast of Norfolk to 
Beechy Head it must be more than 150 miles in breadth, 
the influence of London being largely felt nearly three times 
as far to the west as to the north. A line drawn along its 
north-western border from the Tamar to the Trent would just 
cut off the counties which are so nearly allied to London. 
This district of England was the chosen seat of the Saxons, a 
race loving justice, the arts of peace and the celebration of 
religious rites. Here we find the east Saxons, the middle 
Saxons, the south Saxons, the west Saxons. The very small 
ecclesiastical and municipal divisions tell us how long this 
land has been settled, whilst names of Norman-French and 
monkish Latin tell us how completely it was conquered, and 
how lotig it was ruled by another and a sterner race.

Northward of this line we find that the country assumes a 
more rugged character, the hills attain a greater altitude, till 
towards the north and west they become mountain ranges, 
rich in mineral ores and coal. This northern district contains 
more than half the inhabitants of England, and much more of 
the Duuish element than any other part. Yet even here the 
attractive power of the metropolis, though much diminished,



is very strong; every county sends far more representatives 
to the capital than it receives back again. Lancashire is the 
only one where the current north and the current south are 
about equal. Altogether, these five northern divisions, con 
taining the kingdoms of Mercia and Northunibria, contribute 
more than nine per cent, of the adult population of London. 
Thus fully seven-eighths of its population is derived from the 
Saxon, Norman and Danish districts of England, having but 
slight intermixture of Celtic blood. Its position is a suffi 
cient explanation of this.

How different would have been the past history of Britain 
if another capital had been chosen ! For instance, if our 
Norman monarchs had selected the city of the west Saxons 
for their residence, its position would have been far more 
convenient for communication with their continental posses 
sions; fleets from Havre and the Seine would then have 
transported vastly larger bands of Frenchmen to the very 
capital of England ; the whole nation would have been more 
strongly embued with the French element, and very probably 
our language itself might have been considerably altered. 
The quaint old town of Winchester, which one chiefly knows 
from the memorials of its princely prelates, of Beaufort, of 
Waynflete and of Wykeham, would now have become avast 
metropolis, with the court, the palaces of the nobility, the 
halls of law and of learning clustering around St. Swithin's 
shrine ; in an almost unbroken line it would have extended to 
the sea, where a port, unrivalled for size and position, would 
have received the commerce of the world. Instead of a few 

  mail steamers or trim fast sailing yachts, Southampton water 
would have been hidden by vessels of every size and every build, 
from every maritime country on the globe. The Isle of Wight 
would have been entirely covered by the villas of the wealthy 
citizens, and the woodland glades of the New Forest would 
have given place to the mansions of the great. London would
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have presented a still stranger aspect; in such circumstances, it 
might now be a city more remarkable for its antiquity than its 
size, proud of its Eoman remains and the stories of its Saxon 
kings. Bristol, with a large mining district close at hand, 
admirably situated for trade with the West Indies and America, 
might now bo the larger town. London might merely be 
engaged in the commerce of a few corn-growing counties, 
its merchants anxiously scheming how to draw the Baltic 
trade away from their rivals of Hull and Aberdeen. The 
Keformation might have laid its iron hand on the work of the 
sainted Confessor, and inhabitants of London, with no idle 
boast, might tell their northern friends that the beauties of 
Melrose and of Fountains must give place before the light 
airy arches, the ivy-clad walls and ruined towers which they 
could shew on the wooded banks of the Thames. But such 
was not to be the destiny of England ; her mighty heart must 
be shielded from our brave rivals of France; it must be 
placed far from the Celtic regions of Britain, where it could 
beat freely and safely on the shores of her own German Sea, 
where the mystic Ehine-stream mingles in her waters, and 
murmurs of that fatherland whence we have derived our 
"wonderful and intelligent solidite"; where we may still 
regard those sober Dutch and Hanse towns which have 
imparted to us their aptitude for commerce and manufactures, 
and where the wild north-easter which sweeps across their 
waters may tell us of another race, who, launching from their 
rocky fiords, have taught us to love the hoarse music of the 
winds, and to find a home on the stormy deep.

But to return to the population of modern London. The 
most numerous portion of those whom we have not yet 
enumerated come from the sister island, one adult in sixteen 
being of Irish birth. The proportion is about half as great as 
in Lancashire, but it exceeds that of any of the other great 
divisions of England, and is twice as great as that of York-
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shire. This large influx is very remarkable, as London is 
not very accessible from Ireland a voyage and a long land 
journey lying between, that land journey through a part 
of England where labour is well paid, whilst in the Metropolis 
it has to compete with the surplus population of some of the 
poorest counties of England. The number of Scotchmen is 
considerably less, not a third of that of the natives of the 
sister island; still the proportion of them in London, one in 
fifty-two, is as great or greater than in any other division of 
England, except the border counties. The number of Scotch 
men in London (20,847), is nearly as great as in the two 
counties of York and Lancaster taken together (28,117). 
Compared with the other elements of the population of Lon 
don, the number of Welsh seems small, only 1.1 per cent.; 
yet no town in North Wales, and only three in South Wales, 
in the mining county of Glamorgan, can lay claim to numbers 
as great.

I think in all migrations, we may safely conclude that the 
further a man has come, the greater will be the effect he 
produces; that he will possess a bolder, stronger and more 
adventurous, though probably a more selfish spirit than those 
who have always dwelt under the same roof tree. Thus 
though only every sixtieth adult in London was the subject 
of some foreign state, we shall not be wrong in estimating 
their influence, both as largely engaged in many varied 
branches of trade and commerce, and as the representatives 
of many powerful states, much more highly than this propor 
tion indicates. The Germans were much the largest body of 
foreigners in London, (8432) being nearly twice as numerous 
as the sons of France, (4752) who fill the second place then 
the natives of Holland, (1497) and the sons of sunny Italy, 
(1378) who nearly equal the mercantile and sea-faring Dutch ; 
no other foreign state had a thousand adults in London on the 
census night of 1851. The citizens of the United States only
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numbered 755; these would probably belong to the well-to- 
do classes, whilst the four first-named countries have sent 
large numbers of workmen, artizans &c. The number from 
the Colonies is not large, those bom in the East Indies, (2191) 
stand first; the West Indies, (2046) send nearly as many; 
Canada, (958) stands third, contributing a larger number than 
the United States. The other colonies are but slightly repre 
sented. Altogether, every hundred and fiftieth adult in the 
metropolis was born in the Colonies. Such are the varied 
elements to be found in the greatest city, not only of the 
Anglo-Saxon race, but also of the world.

The metropolis is powerful from its immense extent, and 
from the influence which its thronging multitudes, drawn from 
all parts of the country, exercise on the places of their birth. 
Nearly a seventh of the adult population of England and 
Wales is to be found within its boundaries ; the question we 
have now to ask is, whether there is any counteracting force 
setting other streams in motion, and counterbalancing this 
great numerical concentration. A century or two ago the 
provincial capitals Norwich, Exeter, Shrewsbury, York &c., 
maintained a certain rival position to London in the agricul 
tural counties. At the present time improved means of 
communication have entirely destroyed the influence of the 
county towns, whilst they have vastly increased the metropolis. 
But another element has sprung into existence, altering the 
face of our social system. If we look northwards, and 
especially to manufacturing Lancashire, we shall find the 
counterpoise we are seeking for. If London has rapidly 
increased in numbers, Lancashire has increased far more 
rapidly. There has been, however, a vast difference in the 
manner of their increase. London has progressed from the 
vast influx of heterogeneous elements from other parts, but 
the progress of Lancashire has been chiefly due to the rapid 
increase of its native-born population. London must also
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continue to depend for the bulk of its citizens on other parts 
of the country, because its adult inhabitants, those over 20 
years of age, exceed those who are under that age by 44 per 
cent. ; the excess in the rest of England, (almost the 
same in every other great division), being only 18 per 
cent. Two hundred years ago, Lancashire was a poor and 
remote county. In 1636, it only produced £1000 for ship- 
money, when Devon paid £9000, Suffolk £8000, and Wilts 
£7000. In 1690, its population, calculated from the Hearth 
Books, was equal to that of Kent, less than that of Suffolk.* 
Now it out-numbers every other county in England, and at 
the present rate of increase will presently out-number the 
whole of Scotland. It is unnecessary to relate the oft told 
story of this wonderful change ; how this land of sandy plains, 
peat mosses, and cold unpromising moorlands, in a century 
and a half has acquired an influence in some respects equal 
to that of the capital; how the coal-mine and the cotton 
plant have been the two great supporters of this progress, 
but this would never have been fully developed, if it had not 
been for the industrious self-reliant character of her original 
inhabitants.

More than three-fifths of the adult population of Lancashire 
were born within her borders.t The stream to her from other 
parts of England is not a very long one; it flows very strongly 
from the kindred county of York, which contributes nearly a 
twentieth of its inhabitants, and the county palatine of Chester 
is almost as valuable an ally. From the fells of Cumberland 
and Westmoreland, from the Peak district of Derbyshire, 
from Staffordshire with its varied kinds of industry, from the 
mining and agricultural county of Salop, pour in other 
tributaries of considerable size. The rest of England is but 
feebly connected with Lancashire. Altogether more than four-

  Eden's State of the Poor. t Table VIII., j>. 28.
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fifths of its inhabitants are of English birth. The propor 
tion of Scotch is as large as in London, of Welsh and Irish 
twice as great the latter form just an eighth of the inhabi 
tants of the county. In speaking of the migrations of popu 
lation in Lancashire, we should divide it into two parts. In 
one, consisting of the mining, agricultural and manufacturing 
districts, which contain sixty-one per cent, of the whole 
population, the number of immigrants from other parts is 
below the average for the whole of England; whilst in the 
other, consisting of the two commercial towns, Manchester, 
capital of the buyers and sellers of cotton yarn and of cotton 
cloth, and Liverpool, capital of the western seas of Britain, 
we find a very mingled race of inhabitants. First, as to Man 
chester ;* half its adult population were born in Lancashire, 
about one in fourteen in Cheshire, a somewhat smaller propor 
tion in Yorkshire, one in forty in Derbyshire the proportion 
from other parts of England is but small. The other counties 
of England contribute half as much as Lancashire, or about 
a quarter of the inhabitants of Manchester. The rest of the 
population is chiefly Irish; for every forty-four Englishmen 
there were about ten Irishmen, for every thirty Englishmen 
one Welshman, and for every thirty-two Englishmen one 
Scotchman. Comparing this population with London, we 
find it has been drawn together from a much narrower district, 
that there is a far greater unity in its composition. This 
unity of race pervades the neighbouring towns in a still 
greater degree. It in a great measure accounts for the large 
influence and political power which of late years has been 
acquired by Manchester ; for, connected with her by unity of 
feeling and unity of race, as well as by unity of interest, some 
thirty towns have followed her lead. At the same time, the 
metropolis, with far greater wealth, far greater learning and 
intelligence, but with a population rapidly but casually drawn

  Table VII., p. 27.
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together from all parts of the kingdom, has by no means in 
creased in influence in proportion to its increase in numbers; 
reminding one of the fable of the sticks which -were not bound 
together.

If we regard Liverpool,* we see her seated on the shores of 
the great Irish sea, as it were at the centre of the British 
Isles; proudly she rests there with the open sea before her, 
and the commerce of the world flowing to her port. Her 
population is almost as mingled as the shipping which 
frequents her docks she may claim to be the least, English 
town in England. The native born population of Liverpool 
is less than a quarter of the whole, and if we add to this, the 
inhabitants coming from other parts of the country, chiefly 
from the sandy coasts on the east, and the dales in the north, 
we find that less than a third of the adult inhabitants of 
Liverpool were born in Lancashire. The neighbouring county 
of Chester sends a far smaller contingent than to Manchester, 
not one in twenty-two of the men of Liverpool; the great 
province of York fewer still. We shall soon find that the 
population of Liverpool has come there chiefly by water. 
Thus, Cumberland and Westmoreland have contributed a full 
thirtieth of the population of our town, much more than 
Yorkshire. Whilst Liverpool contains only six out of every 
thousand natives of the latter county, it contains fifty-five 
out of every thousand natives of Cumberland. As some of 
the streams from the north of Shropshire flow into the Dee, 
so that county has sent one out of forty of its native-born 
population. The commerce of London and that of Liverpool 
have a reciprocal influence on each other; so we find that the 
former has contributed one-fiftieth of the population of the 
latter. It is quite one of the largest migrations from London. 
The interior of England is poorly represented, and so are the 
eastern coasts. Of the Southern counties, Devonshire, (the

  Table VI., > 27.
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small ports of which were once the seats of a flourishing 
trade with the cod-fisheries of Newfoundland), sends the 
largest contingent. Of the remainder, the counties of North 
Wales have all of them sent large numbers to the town, which 
may now be regarded as their natural capital about a twelfth 
of the inhabitants of Liverpool having been born in Wales. 
One twentieth of its population claim Scotland as the place 
of their nativity, especially the coasts of the Solway and the 
Clyde. The Welsh and Scotch elements in Liverpool must 
be greater than these proportions indicate, as these migrations 
have been long in progress. A contingent considerable in 
numbers has been received from the Isle of Man, and from 
the Norman islands of Guernsey and Jersey, with their sea 
faring population. Yet far away the largest accession of 
numbers has been from the sister island; for every two 
Englishmen to be found in Livei-pool there is one Irishman. 
From every county and from every port, almost from every 
village and every townland in the island, there is some repre 
sentative ; from the north with its industrious population, from 
the banks of the great central river Shannon, from " the 
" pleasant waters of the river Lee," from the mountain ranges in 
the west, and from the beautiful coasts of Kerry and of Cork, 
have come large numbers of a race unrivalled for eloquence 
and wit, for genius and poetic fire. How they will combine 
with the hard-working and self-reliant Danish-Saxon race 
of Lancashire, is a problem for the future. There is one 
peculiarity about this county, the migrations of those born 
within her bounds have been less than those of the natives of 
any other county in England; her smoky towns have been 
remarkably attractive to her sons. Out of every nine natives 
of the county only one was found resident elsewhere.

These are the two districts which have received the greatest 
influx from other parts. Next to them, the south-eastern 
and south midland districts appear to contain very mingled
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populations, yet they do not contain any large towns, nor is 
the number of their inhabitants by any means large when 
compared with their extent. Perhaps this may be owing to 
the influence of the metropolis, as every court and every capital 
is said to ruin and gradually destroy the noble families, who 
make it their place of resort. There are far more families of 
ancient habitation and name in Devonshire, Cheshire and 
Cumberland, than in Kent, Surrey or Berkshire, though the 
latter have always been studded with the mansions of the 
great. In the same way the constant flow of popiilation 
towards London may have had a similar influence on the 
great mass of the labouring classes. The border counties 
which contain a large mining population, have received large 
streams both from Ireland and Scotland, and are therefore 
peopled by a somewhat mingled race. The west midland coun 
ties, the Welsh marches, consisting of the valley of the Severn 
and Staffordshire, have a very numerous population chiefly de 
pendent on mining and mineral manufactures, yet less mingled 
in its elements than the previous divisions. Again, the north 
midland counties, that part of Mercia which is watered by the 
Trent, has not received any large influx from other parts of 
the kingdom, though there seems to be a considerable in 
terchange among the five counties themselves. The Eastern 
counties, East Anglia and Essex, also the South Western 
counties, parts of Wesscx and Cornwall, give evidence of 
being inhabited by a very unmingled race. In Wales, a 
region of mountain fastnesses, with many barren tracts, where 
another language is spoken by a great part of the labouring 
people, there are, as we might expect, few immigrants, and 
those almost confined to the mining districts and towns on 
the south eastern border.

The counties of England taken separately, which have 
received few immigrants, are as follows, viz.: Kent, (native 
population) 76 per cent, of the whole ; Sussex, 74; Essex,
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78; Suffolk, 83 ; Norfolk, 87; Wilts, 88; Dorset, 81; 
Somerset, 74'5; Devon, 82 ; Cornwall, 90'8 ; Hereford, 75 ; 
Lincoln, 79 ; Yorkshire, 84 (East Eiding, 80 per cent., West 
Biding, 83'8, North Eiding, 90); Cumberland, 77; Isle of 
Man, 80 ; Wales, taken as a whole, 87'8 per cent.* With two 
exceptions, all these counties are situated on the coast; we 
may therefore conclude that physical characteristics and 
isolation of position are among the great means of preserv 
ing race. Most of these counties have not only received 
but few immigrants from other parts, but they have sent 
forth numerous swarms of their own sons. The increase 
of their population has been generally much below the average 
of the rest of England.

But there is one great exception to this rule. The county, or 
as it might be more fitly named the province of York, has 
advanced rapidly in wealth and power and population, at the 
same time that it gives the strongest evidence that it contains 
one of the least mingled populations in Britain. The North- 
Humberland of ancient England was the chief settlement of 
the Danish race. Hither, scudding over the German foam, 
the rovers of the northern seas paid many an unwelcome 
visit. Where the coast trends off to the north and the east 
ward, and forms a rocky bulwark against the ever-advancing 
waves, the sea-robbers found a resting place, or else they 
steered their pirate barks to the broad bosom of the Humber, 
where they might gorge themselves with the spoil of many a 
peaceful hamlet. Very dark is the wreck chart along this 
coast; many a gallant ship lies below the billows around its 
rocky promontories. The natives of this region have given 
ample proof -of their Scandinavian origin. Sons of the

* Proportion of adult natives still resident there, in Hereford, 52 per cent ; 
Wilts, 60-4; Essex, 01; Suffolk, 60-8; Somerset, 67.1; Dorset, 87.8; Kent, 
09; Sussex, 70; Cumberland, 72 ; Lincoln, 74; Norfolk, 74-5; Devon, 71-8; 
Cornwall, 80.8; Yorkshire, 84.
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Vikings, they have not been content with the ordinary routine 
of commerce; the risks and dangers of the seas have been too 
tamo for them. Northward, still northward they were wont 
to send their ships to wage a deadly game within the very 
Arctic Zone. No sooner had the gladsome sound of the 
cuckoo been heard on their coasts, and the land assumed tho 
festive garb of spring, than fleets of bold whalers were steer 
ing to the land of ice and snow, to seek their prey amid the 
storms and floating bergs of the Polar seas. It was a rough 
game. They won their spoil entering the very jaws of death 
itself. Each year tho fleet came back smaller than the ona 
which sailed. During the flourishing period of the whale 
fishery, three quarters of the English ships were furnished by 
Yorkshire. Tho little port of Whitby, uostling below St. 
Hilda's elifi's, rivalled the metropolis in the size of her fleet. 
Why did not our southern towns join in this dangerous sport ? 
Why did they hang aloof from tho daring contest ? Is not 
the deep sea free to all ? Are there any game laws in the 
Arctic circle ? Are the fishings of Greenland strictly pre 
served ? Do lords of the manor, with their water-bailiffs, 
rangers and keepers, assert their rights amid the grim solitudes 
of Jan Mayen and Spitsbergen ? Tho answer is a simple one : 
the ojld Norsemen had few settlements to the south of the 
Tren'^' Such mav be the original race of inhabitants ; but 
how is their unity to be explained ? Several causes seem to 
have combined to produce this result. The increase 
population, though great, has just kept pace with the inc. 
development of the resources of her soil. The i 
Yorkshire-men in England is almost identical with tho iYumbejr' 
of men in Yorkshire. Within her ample borders she exhibits 
an epitome of England with all its varied agricultural, inainr. 
facturing and mining industry. But chiefly I attribute i£_{p 
the fact that commerce and population have till recently 
followed the course of the navigable river. Shut fn, along a
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great extent of her boundaries, by hills and moorlands of con 
siderable height, a number of navigable streams, the Aire, the 
Calder, the Don, the Wharfe, the Ouse, the Derwent, all take 
their rise within her borders, and empty themselves in the 
estuary of the Humber. Two of the chief additions to her 
population are at the south-western limit, where, as the Sheaf 
flows from the Peak to Sheffield, so the natives of Derbyshire 
find their way to that town, and at the south-eastern limit, 
where, in the same manner, the Trent brings the natives of 
Lincoln to Hull. On the northern verge of the county, the 
mining industry of Durham has developed so rapidly, that the 
flow of population has been strongly across the Tees to that 
ancient bishopric.

Taking the county as a whole,* 84 per cent, of the inhabi 
tants were also born there. The neighbouring counties 
(especially Lancashire 2'35 per cent.) contributed 8 per cent., 
and the rest of England half that number. The proportion 
of Scotch, '6 per cent.; and of Irish, 3'13 per cent., is less 
than the average for the whole of England. The Yorkshire- 
men who have migrated to other parts are chiefly to be found 
in Lancashire, London and Durham. One in sixteen of the 
natives of the county has gone to the first, about a third of 
that number to the second, and a somewhat larger number to 
the last.

The part of England, indeed I may say of the mainland of 
Grrttut Britain, which exhibits the least mingled population, is 
Cornwall. Yet it may claim a longer intercourse with the 
rest of the civilized world thun any other part of the Britishthe ci 

if woTsles. If wo would see the first civilized men who visited 
*ritnin, we must look back two thousand years and more. 
jSiceuician galleys are lying at anchor under the shelter of St. 
Michael's Mount, and Tyrian merchants have landed on the 
beach, exhibiting some worthless trinkets of Carthaginian 
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workmanship, whilst the rude Cornish men of that day have 
left their fastnesses in the woods, bringing down their treasures 
in exchange, rude metal ornaments, nuggets of stream tin> 
or small ingots of their own smelting, presenting us with a 
picture exceedingly like that of the iirst dealings of Columbus 
with the natives of the Bahamas or Hispaniola. More than 
nine out of ten of the inhabitants of this very Celtic county 
are also natives of its soil, and the greater part of the remain 
der were born not far from the banks of the Taniar. To the 
rest of England its debt is most trifling; nor is this wonder 
ful, when we consider the position of Cornwall, and the very 
peculiar nature of the industry of her inhabitants on land, on 
the deep sea, and in the bowels of the earth. Cornwall sits 
solitary; she is placed as England's watch-tower, keeping 
guard over the western main. We have seen how the stream 
to London diminished at her border. Her sons have migrated, 
but not to the capital; they have gone Westward, Ho ! to the 
silver mines of the Cordilleras, and the gold diggings of 
California and Ballaarat.

If the population of our counties has been so much in 
debted to migrations from other parts, that of our towns has 
been still more indebted to the same cause. The proportion 
of the population of the metropolis who were born there was 
40 per cent.; very few of the manufacturing, very few of tho 
county towns come up to this standard. No doubt it is owing 
to the great size and population of London. The average for 
sixty-one of the other principal towns is 35'6 per cent, and 
for the nine chief towns of Scotland less than 33 per cent.

The towns in which the proportion of native-bom inalritnnts. 
is large, over 40 per cent., are Tynemouth, South Shields, 
Yarmouth, Truro, Swansea, Shrewsbury, Colchester, Halifax, 
Macclesfield, Wolverhampton, Worcester, Birmingham, Dudley. 
Those in which half, or more than half, were native-born, are 
Norwich, Derby, Coventry, (GO per cent.) Sheffield, and Leeds,
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(58 per cent.) The towns which are peopled almost exclusively 
hy natives of the same county are Canterbury, 80 per cent, 
Maidstone, 75 ; Ipswich, 80 ; Norwich, 83 ; Yarmouth, 75 ; 
Exeter, 82 ; Truro, 85 ; Coventry, 81'7 ; Bolton, 79 ; Preston, 
78; Bradford, 74; Halifax, 78 ; Huddersfield, 81 ; Leeds, 81; 
York, 81. The returns for some of the registration districts 
of Lancashire, (where the horoughs are not given separately) 
namely, of Wigan, 85 per cent.; Bury, 88 ; Oldhani, 78; 
Rochdale, 83 ; Haslingdeu, 85 ; Burnley, 80 ; Blackburn, 89 ; 
Chorley, 90, show how very largely their population consists of 
those horn in their own county. We have before had exam 
ples of very unmingled populations in agricultural counties, 
which offer very small inducements to immigrants from other 
parts. Here, in populous manufacturing towns, we find much 
more striking instances of the same result from the opposite 
reason, viz., that the inducement to remain at home is far 
greater than to remove elsewhere. No doubt the feeling of 
local attachment is much greater where everything is pros 
perous, and where the native race exists in constantly increas 
ing force and numbers, than where everything is stagnant and 
lifeless. The case of Leeds is remarkable, because it has 
more than trebled since the beginning of the century ; yet, 
nearly three out of five of its adult inhabitants are natives of 
the place, and less than a fifth have come from beyond the 
boundaries of Yorkshire, Ireland contributing a third of the 
remainder.

Three streams from Wales, from Scotland and from Ireland, 
have added large numbers to the population of England. 
Nearly a fifth (18 per cent.) of the natives of Wales are to 
bo found in England. Lancashire, Cheshire, Monmouth, 
Shropshire and London, are the principal districts to which 
they have migrated. Of the adult inhabitants of England, 
I'l per cent, are natives of Wales. The frequency of Welsh 
surnames sufficiently proves that the Welsh element in
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England is far greater than this. The number of immigrants 
from Scotland is just about equal to that from Wules. They 
seem to have followed the coast line, and as the number of 
sea-ports on the east coast of Scotland is greater than on the 
west, so half the Scotchmen in England are to be found in 
Northumberland, Durham, York, Kent and London ; whilst 
a migration, chiefly from the Solway and the Clyde, to Cum 
berland, Lancashire and Cheshire, comprises the greater part 
of what remains. In the rest of England the number is but 
small. Carlisle is the most Scotch town in South Britain, an 
eighth of its inhabitants having been bom to the north of the 
Solway. The proportion is also great in all the Northumbrian 
sea-ports. The migration to the south of the Tweed is one 
of ancient origin ; the figures also show that it consists more 
of Scotchmen than Scotchwomen, therefore Scotch surnames 
are everywhere abundant. The migrations of the Irish have 
been on a far larger scale than that of any other race in the 
kingdom ; first they have poured into Liverpool, whence they 
have spread to all parts of Lancashire, and so to all the 
northern counties. The proportion, however, is much greater 
iu the commercial than the manufacturing towns. The largest 
number of Irish to be found in one place is in the metropolis. 
The average proportion for the whole of England is that 
every twenty-fifth adult is Irish.

In 1851, Scotland exhibited a more mingled population 
than the southern division of the island.* The population who 
were native-born was only 88 per cent., whilst it was 94 per 
cent, in England and Wales. This has been caused by the 
large immigration of Irish. They form more than twice as 
large a proportion of the population of Scotland as they do 
of that of England. The number of Irish in Scotland much 
exceeds the number of Scotch in England. The English 
migration to Scotland is not a large one, not a third of the
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size of the counter current ; but, as the population is much 
smaller, the proportion of English in Scotland is nearly twice 
as great as that of Scotch in England. Edinburgh and Leith 
contain the largest number of English. The counties which 
contain the least mingled populations are Dumfries, 77 per 
cent, of the inhabitants being born there; Aberdeen, 77; 
Perth, 79 ; Inverness, 80 ; Sutherland, 80 ; Argyll, 83; Caith 
ness, 8G; Eoss, 88; and the Orkney and Shetland Islands, 
00. Most of these counties exhibit a decreasing population; 
the clans have moved off from the Highlands ; the tartan kilt 
and the plumed bonnet have become relics of the past, almost 
as much as the tabard of the herald, or the coat of the " beef- 
''eater;" no martial throng will ever gather when the pibroch 
pours forth the wild slogan of the hills. Most probably the 
clansman finds himself a happier man away amongst the 
clearings of Western Canada, than when he was depe'ndent on 
the uncertain produce of a small mountain croft. The great 
movement in Scotland has been towards Glasgow and the 
Clyde ; as 40 per cent, of the increase of population, during the 
present century, is to be found in the four counties of Lanark, 
Dumbarton, Renfrew and Ayr. The commercial and manu 
facturing towns all present a very mingled population, chiefly 
from the influx of Irish. Scotland affords one anomaly, it is 
much more thinly peopled than England, yet its population 
increases at a much slower rate. By far the most unmingled 
population in the British Isles is to be found in the Orkneys 

i and Shctlands, that archipelago of islands, scattered over the 
  stormy seas, in the same latitude as Greenland, where the 

summer's sun hardly leaves the horizon, and where the winter's 
night hardly gives place to the dim light of day. The 
Norsemen settled in these islands, and here we still find traces 
of the udallers of Scandinavia. The tenure or holding of 
land is an interesting subject. In our own islands we find 
many different forms and usages: in the Norman islands of
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the Channel we have the peasant proprietor; in the Lake 
district, the yeoman or statesman; in "Wilts, Norfolk and 
Northumberland we have immense tenant farms ; in the 
West Riding and Lancashire we have the smallest farms iu 
England; in some parts of the Highlands we have still the 
cottier plots; in other parts, large sheep farms and immense 
estates, and in these Norse islands we again find some of the 
small freeholds.

The Orkney and Shetland Islanders have had their own 
peculiar migrations. They have helped to man our whalers ; 
they have always formed part of the crews of our arctic ships, 
and they have sent some numbers of their race to enter the 
service of the Hudson's Bay Company.

If the effects of race in England are gradually waning 
away, other influences are taking their place; the various 
kinds of employment are becoming divided and separated in 
a way they never were before. The farm labourers of our 
plains, the shepherds of our mountain tracts, the factory 
hands of our manufacturing towns, the sturdy mariners who 
plough the briny sea, the miners who labour in the bowels of 
the earth, the stalwart smiths, the wandering navvies aro 
forming communities as distinct as any which previously have 
been seen in Britain. The migration of individuals from one 
district to another does not produce much change on those 
communities.

Such were some of the features of this subject in the year 
1851; a metropolis dependent on all other parts of the king 
dom for its population; a race little mingled in many of the 
country districts, and also in the manufacturing towns; a 
great stream from Ireland, passing first over Lancashire, and 
then over the rest of England, the commercial towns having 
a more mingled population than any other part. Ten years 
have elapsed, and, as far as the figures have yet been an 
nounced, the course of events remains the same. One or two



of these forces tire now operating with redoubled strength ; 
the rural districts are decreasing; the large towns, especially 
the metropolis and the larger commercial and manufacturing 
towns, are increasing. In the first half of the century, there 
was one instance of an English county, Wiltshire, retrogra 
ding in population; the census of 1861 has discovered five. 
Not only so, whilst the large towns are increasing the small 
ones are diminishing; nor is this confined to the very small 
towns, fifteen boroughs in England and four in Scotland, 
having each from 10,000 to 50,000 inhabitants, have gone back 
wards. Our country seems to have reached what may be 
termed the age of great cities. If wo look at ancient or 
mediffival history, we shall find that this has almost invariably 
been the period of every nation's decline. When the resources 
of a country have been concentrated on a few particular spots, 
then has been that period of over-taxed vigour, that time of 
greatness and splendour which has been succeeded by a rapid 
decay. The conditions of the problem are now so completely 
changed, so many new influences, some conflicting, some com 
pensating, have come into play, that it might seem idle to 
indulge in any prophesy. Still, I fain would look on the 
prospect as a hopeful one, and trust thnt our dearly-prized 
freedom, our government, inheriting so much that is valuable 
from the past, with the practical reforms of modern times; the 
improved position of our labouring classes, the new fields of 
industry for them in our colonies, as well as at home; the in- 
crease,#f our trade and commerce, with our marvellous inven 
tions in art and manufactures; the spread of knowledge, of 
education, of sanitary information; the increased spirit of 
philanthropy, of sympathy with our fellowmeu, both in our 
own and in foreign lands; the preaching of God's message of 
love and mercy to a fallen world, will preserve us from decay, 
and lend us on to a still greater, more useful and glorious 
future.
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I. Inhabitants of Enijlimd and nudes, 1851. 

Adults .... 9,810,597

Born in England.............. 8,002,687 or 88-1 per cent.
Wales .............. 083,404 0-9

   94- 
Scotland ............ 104,080 1-15
Ireland .............. 386,588 3-9

   5-05 
Channel Islands ...... 10.122

British subjects born abroad..... 7,580
Colonial born ................ 10,308

:l(!,!)10 -38 
Bom in Foreign States ........ 39,'Ji7 -4

   '78
   99-83

il. Inhabitants of Scotland, 1851.

Adults.... 1,500,088

Born in Scotland ............ 1,373,477 or 88 1 per cent.
England ............ 31,752 2-
Ireland .............. 140,031 94

   09-4

III. -Migrations of Population in the Eleven yreat Divisions of Enyland & Wales.
Of Adult 

Total number InlmbitanU Proportion
of Adult itbo hid of 

Inhabitant!, initialed there Immigrant*, 
from other pnrt*.

I. Metropolis (Kent, Surrey and Middlesex)........ 1,394,003 740,8.53 54-percent.
II. South Eastern (Kent, Surr., Suss., Berks, Hants) 887,134 201,077 21-3
III. South Midland (Midlesex, Herts, Hitcks, Oxford,

Northampton, Cambridge, Hunts, Bedford) .. (iCO,775 140,048 22-
IV. Eastern (Essex, Norfolk, Suffolk) ............ 003,720 53,457 9-
V. South Western (Wilts, Dor., Dev., Somer., Cornw.) 978,024 87,052 0-
VI. West Midland (Gloucester, Hereford, Shropshire,

Stafford, Worcester, Warwick).............. 1,100,887 221,304 19-
VII. North Midland (Leic., Line., Derby, Notts,Bull.) (154,070 99,7:15 15-
VIII. North Western (.Lancashire, Cheshire) ...... 1,351,830 420,407 31'S
I.. Yorkshire ................................ 901,045 153,240 18-
.. Border Counties (Northuin., Cum., Bur., Westm.) 521,400 115,754 22- <
.I. Wales and Monuiouth.............. ....... 041,080 90,844 15-

Avenge.
Total.................... 9,810,597 2,351,417 24;

Immigrants from beyond England and Wales............... 070,520

Ireland. 380,588; Scotland, 104,980; Channel Islands, Isle of Man, 10,122; 
Colonies, 19,208; Foreign Parts, 47,527; at Sea, 2,101; Total, 570,520. Natives of 
England and Wales who have migrated from one great division to another, 1,780,940, 
19- per cent
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IV. Adult Population of the Metropolis, 1851,1,894,903.

Of these also born therein .............................. 645,110 = 46-2 $  cent.
II. South Eastern. Sum, 29,310; Kent, 54,942; Suss., 23,080;

Hampshire, 29,302 ; Berkshire, 20,405. ............. 157,144 = 11-25
III. South Mid. Herts, 20,414; Midx., 22,504; Bucks, 14,922;

Oxon, 13,774; Nortlmnts, Beds, Climb., Hunts, 27,714 99,328= 7'1
IV. Eastern Essex, 47,070; Suffolk, 28,003 ; Norfolk, 27,883 103,561= 7-4
V. South Western. Wiltshire, 1H,:J98; Dorset, 8,806; Devon,

31,811); Cornwall, 8,495; Somerset, 27,091. ......... 95,230= C'8
VI. West Midland, Gloucester, 18,958; Warwick, 12,820;

Hereford, Worcester, Stafford, Shropshire, 20,412 .... 58,190 = 4'1
VII. North Mid. Leic, Rutland, Derby, Notts, Lincoln. ..... 23,790 = 1-7
VIII. North Western. Lancashire, 11,185; Cheshire, 2,850.. 14,035= 1-
I.. Yorkshire ........................................ 20,847 = 1-5
.. Four Border Counties, .............................. 14,353 = 1-
.I. Wales and Moumouth .............................. 15,429 = 1-1
Scotland ............................................ 20,847= 1-9
Ireland .............................................. 88,542 = fl'35
British Colonies and British Subjects born abroad .......... 9,370 = -06
Foreign Subjects ...................................... 21,306 = 1-55

The number of Adults bora in London amounted, in 1851, to 792,483; therefore 
18'6 per cent, must have migrated to other parts of England, 81-4 remained there.

V. Proportion of Natives of each County (Adults) resident in London.

II.- 

III.-

"  
V.

Natives of 
 Surrey.... 112,305 
 Kent ....280,851 
Sussex ....190,064 
Hampshire.. 225,393 
Berks 108,324

r «Middlesex.. 62,674 
Hertford.. ..1102,09 
Bucks...... 104.257 
Oxford ....109,039 
Northants.. 129,222 
Hunts .... 38,211 
Bedford.... 08,779 

^Cambridge. . 98,642
Essex. .....231,811 
Suffolk ....223,750 
Norfolk.... 280,045
Wilts...... 177,029
Dorset ....114.089 
Devon ....350,509 
Cornwall ..203,953 
Somerset ..277,205

In Lond. 
29,346 : 
54,9-12 : 
23,089 = 
29.302 : 
20,465 =
22,504: 
20,414 = 
14,922 = 
18,774: 
8,824: 
3,279 = 
6,538: 
9,073 =

47,670 = 
28,003 = 
27,888:
18,398: 

8,800 = 
31,840: 

8,495 = 
27,691:

%28- 
19-2 
12-1 
13-
18-9
36- 
20- 
14-3 
12-6 

0-8 
8-3
9-5 
9-2

20- 
12-6 

9-9

10-4 
7'7 
9.1 
4-1 

10'

Natives of In Lond. "/  
(Gloucester... .253,409 18,958 = 7-6 

Hereford.... 81,738 5,805 = 7- 
Shropshire ..163,038 0,787 = 4- 
Stafford , , 290.036 7,188   2-4
Worcester .... 1 52,390 0,624 = 4-3 
Warwick .... 220,401 12,820 = 5-8
Leicester ....136,479 4,972 = 3-0 
Rutland .... 15,649 905 = 5-8 

VII.. Lincoln ....228,594 0,040 = 8-9 
Nottingham . . 151,095 4,8 11 = 3- 
Derby ...... 178,448 4,068   2-3

VTTT Cheshire ....216,708 2,850 = 1-3 
Lancashire ..798,480 11,185 = 1-4

IX. Yorkshire ....962,373 20,817 = 8-3
(Durham ....157,819 4,945 = 3-1 

x jNortbumb. ..160,657 5,780 = 3-0 
1 Cumberland. .114,490 2,552 = 2-2 
IWestiuoreland 40,189 1,076 = 2-7

* Extra Metropolitan.

1
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VI. Adult Population of Liverpool, 1851, 213,767.

Of whom were also horn therein ............ 48,298 or 22-0 $  cent.
In other parts of Lancashire ................ 21,459 10'
Cheshire ................................ 9,613 4-ft
Yorkshire ................................ 5,740 27

X. Cumberland, 5,865; Westmorland, 1,412 .... 7,207 3'4
VI. West Midland Counties. . Shropshire .... 3,350

Stafford ...... 1,887
The 4 other Counties 2,!)15

     8,152 3-8
V. The five S. Western Counties, especially Devon .. 3,7511 1'7G 

VII. The five N. Midland Counties, especially Derby.. 3,023 1'4 
Northumberland and Durham.. 1,258 '8

II. South Eastern ...................... l,8i)B
III. South Midland.... .................. 1,171)
IV. Eastern Counties .................... 1,052

     4,120 1-0 
London.................................. 4,240 2.

England..................................    54.06
Wides and Monruouth. ........*............. 17,212 8-
Scotland ................................ 10,0(16 0-
Ireland .................................. 61,080 28-0
Isle <if Man and Channel Islands ............ 8,384 1-5
British subjects bom abroad or in Colonies .... 1,114 -5
Foreign subjects .......................... 2,944 1-4

09-50

VII Manchester and Salford Adult Population, 1851, 225,727.

Of whom were also born therein ............ 62,733 nearly 2K $> cent.
In other parts of Lancashire ................ 40,OHO 2".i-
Cheshire ................................ 15,701 7-

IX. Yorkshire ................................ 13,735 G-
X. Cumberland ........................ 1,920

Weatmoreland ...................... 1,189
     3,109 1-4 

X. Nortlmmberland and Durham................ 1,198 '5
VII. North Midland Counties..Nottingham .. 1,590 

Derby........ 5,756
The 3 other Counties 1,660

     9,006 4- 
VI. West Midland Counties (Stafford, Shropshire,

Warwick, Worcester, Hereford, Gloucester).. 8,887 3-9 
London.................................. 3,485 1-5
South Eastern, South Midland, Eastern, and 

South Midland Counties........ .......... 4-768 2-1
England..............     70'4

Wales ........................ 5,023 2-0
Scotland ...................... 5,288 2-35
Ireland ........................ 39,377 17-45
Foreigners, Colonial born, &c. .... 1,911 -0

   28-8

90-7
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VIII. Lancashire Adult Population, 1651 .... 1,122,817 

Born in Lancashire.......... 709,069 or 6;V2 per cent.
IX. Yorkshire 

VIII. Cheshire... 
Cumberland

00,970

20    '
.... ,

Westinorolarid ......)
VII. Derbyshire ........ 13,320
VI Shropshire.. 8,0!)2 ..1 , ,, 
VI ' Stafford .... 8,408 . . } 1C -JdU

I. London ............ 10,815
II. IV. V. III. Eest of England. . ) SQ .   

VI. VII. X. piirts of .......... j '

Wales ................ 27,419
Scotland .............. 21,874
Ireland.......... ...... 138,037
British Colonies ........ 1,8011
Foreign Countries, &c. .. 0,610 } 
Isle of Man, Guernsey, &C. 4,509

5-43 
455

1-87 

1-20 
1-47

 97 

0-40

2-44
1-93

18-35
 09

 4

77-72

4-40

82-18

17-83
lOO'Ol.

The natives of Lancashire amount to 798,480, of whom a very high propor 
tion, 88-8 per cent., resided in the county of then- birth in 1851.

IX. Yurkshire Adult Population, 1851, 961,045.

Bom hi Yorkshire.............. 808,009
Lancashire ............ 22,041
Lincolnshire .......... 1(1,202
Derbyshire ............ 12,001
Nottingham .......... 9,780
Border Counties........ 13,098

London .. .......... 7,288
Eest of England, II, III,)

IV, V, VI, Lei
Hmland, Cheshi 

Scotland .............. C.243
Ireland .............. 30.008
Foreign & Colonial born. 3,114

........ i ,>;«o
1, II, III,) 
Leicester, !  30,070 
ihire.... J

or 84 per cent, 
2-35 
2-
1-25 
1- 
1-36

9190
 75

3-13

 0 
3-13
 3 
   99-87

The Population of Yorkshire in 1851 was almost identical with the number 
of Yorkshiremen in all England and Wales (962,373). Of those who had 
migrated to other parts, 20,847 (2-17 per rent.) were in London, 00,970, or C'34 
per cent, in Lancashire, and 20,323, or 2-7 per cent, in Durham.

,


